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Abstract—This paper presents on-going research concerning
the design of monitoring features for human-computer interfaces
(HCI) for long distance training courses. The objective is to design visualization tools that facilitate the task
of the on-line course teacher. The teacher needs to see the
learning path and learners contributions in the Learning
Management System (LMS). The paper successively presents
the research issues related to computer design of such
interfaces, a typology of different dimensions to be taken into
account (scenario, participants, calendar) and a tool designed
for on-line monitoring of individual paths inside a training
course (CROISIÈRES). Perspectives concern a methodological
framework for HCI design and evaluation in the context of
supervisory control in distance course.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distance education platforms create complex and highly
dynamic systems where the on-line teacher faces difficulties
to monitor the participants’ learning activities. These
difficulties are related to the position of distant working and
to the lack of global perception of the individual situations.
The tutors have to reconstitute for themselves the puzzle of
learners’ activities through the information that the
environment provides them with. Thus, they need structured
information about the learners’ activities in order to give
tem relevant and effective help. The aim of the research is
to aid teachers in distance training courses in gaining an
understanding of their learners and becoming more aware of
what is happening in the group they are responsible of [13].
Most researchers present the training curriculum as a process
the teacher has to back up and regulate [8]. So, the tutoring
task is in fact a monitoring activity of the learning process.

II. TRAINING COURSES MONITORING ACTIVITY

Usually, training device modeling concerns engineering,
design [7], scenario scripting [8], re-engineering [4], or
tracking actions on the system [5]. These models are
formalized using appropriate languages. It is less common to
try to describe the device in terms of its use by the tutor. Yet
it is essential for the tutor to know the situation in which the
learner is to respond to his solicitations, i.e. to contextualize
the events to be considered.

A. Learning Process Modeling

The training model proposed by [17] organizes the
learning situation of each learner in three stages of data: (1)
the identity and the training context of the person (no
significant evolution during the session); (2) the profile of
the person, i.e. the disciplinary skills (level of knowledge
rationally improving during the session), the control of the
training device (experience to quickly acquire at the
beginning of the session) and the “how to learn” skills (that
be partially improved during the session); (3) the
personal path into the device. This path includes foreseen
and actual training choices, declined in intermediate points
and overall activity report, and the local situation, expressed
in contributions to the proposed activities.

The learning process can therefore be seen as a set of
data of various kinds, apparently independent but in fact
inter-related. This data set is observed at different levels of
details: global training pathway, recent period of learning
activity or current phase of exercise for example.

B. Pedagogical Monitoring Task Modeling

The perception of learners’ activity requires situating the
individual activity according to the training device and the
group’s achievements. In order to do that, the tutor has to
take an interest in the learners’ productions, in the exchanges
between learners, and in the group dynamics [12].
Nevertheless, the central task of the tutor is to observe each
learner's learning path. The group is an element of the
context, like the scenario or time constraints.

Learning Management Systems (LMS) usually keep a
record of the students’ activities in a distance course. LMS
accumulate large logs of data of student activities and
usually have built-in monitoring features that enable the
instructors to view some statistical data such as the history of
pages visited, the messages read or posted in discussions,
marks achieves in quizzed, and so on [13]. This complex
information is rarely used by teachers since it is
predominantly in numerical or alphanumerical format, with
a poor logical organization, and difficult to manage.

Usually, tutors become aware of the student's software
interactions and corresponding skills acquisition, from three
kinds of data: productions to assess, messages posted in
forum or by email, and system notifications. They need rapid
identification of the learner’s situation; not only a record of
the learner’s activity on the device, but also the articulation
of this current situation with the history of the last few
sessions, including the complete learning journey, or paths
and situations of the other learners.

C. Pedagogical Monitoring HMI Needs

LMS platforms allow access to the interactions between
user and system, but rarely propose synthetic views to the
coaching teacher [1][2]. This lack is a problem of designing and developing human-computer interfaces dedicated to the on-line tutor needs [14].

Conceptually, a tutoring interface depends on three principles linked to the tutor’s perception of the learner’s situation [17]: (1) Context of emergence. The tutor can access the emergency context of the solicitation, i.e. the activity page where the learner was at the moment of the solicitation (production, message or warning). (2) Articulation: for each learner, the tutor has to decide message priority; which messages, warnings or production to treat next. The answer can be in the story (recent or not) of the learner with the device. The tutor has to visualize the learner’s work using a “zoom” on the learning situation. The levels of focus correspond to the levels of granularity of this situation. (3) Individual assessment: this is built according to the real journey and the solicitations coming from the learner and his activities.

III. VIEWS ON THE TRAINING PATH

Distance course design considers the learner as the centre of the device. The way to self-directed learning is therefore essential. In order to support the creation of such autonomy, it is necessary to provide tools adapted to the monitoring individualized learning paths.

A. Visualization artifact and research methodology

The problem of information visualization is to reduce a large volume of evidence but with low semantic value in a visual composition with high semantic value [15]. In the case of monitoring training, it is to allow both investigation and contextualization to "understand" learning situations. The information visualization seeks to visually represent abstract data in order to gain insight into the phenomena that emerge from these data [6]. The goal is to make discoveries, decisions, or find explanations. For example, the CourseVis system [14] uses 2D and 3D matrices to represent the contributions of each learner for the activities he has made: access to resources, success in quiz score, or participation in the forums.

Researches in information visualization (InfoVis) are studying ways of getting visual information from raw data [3][10] and/or from combination of heterogeneous data [16]. Techniques generally apply a "projection" of data on a visualization space.

B. Model

We propose a theoretical framework identifying the various parameters involved in the definition of visualization interfaces. We then show that the combination of these parameters can lead to a set of distinct and complementary views that meet the initial tutors' needs.

The data for describing a training session are numerous, varied and multifaceted. They are both based on models of tasks required for the actors of the device (curriculum, scenario-based learning activities, task schedule), lists of users (students enrolled in training session) and corpora of users' contributions. We define a model of training device based on three dimensions.

- The Scenario dimension describes the structure of training course: what content, what tasks and what methods of participation are provided? The scenario highlights the structure of the device (activity, sequence, module ...).
- The Participants dimension concerns actors of the current session and the social environment of it. For each participant, beyond identity, it may be useful to know his expertise or his role in the group.
- The Calendar dimension highlights the importance of temporal perspective on the training session. It aims to quantify and plan expected time to work, but also reflect the actual rhythm of learning.

This typology provides a framework for the creation of views necessary for the tutor to perceive the situation of the learners he is responsible of. A view is built by "projection" of one of these dimensions to another dimension of reference. Here are some simple examples of possible projections between the axes Scenario, Participants and Calendar:

- The projection of a learner (axis Participant) over a period of the Calendar shows his/her time of participation in various activities on the period.
- The projection of a learner (axis Participant) on an activity (axis Scenario) shows the contributions of the learner in the activity concerned.
- The projection of an activity (axis Scenario) on the Calendar shows the expected time to perform the activity and therefore the workload expected.

C. Implementation and experimentation

We present an example of this model’s implementation on CROISIÈRES, an on-line language learning system that offers a set of structured resources in order to reach a threshold level in French [9]. Several monitoring instruments are available: dashboards, individual assessments and paths, detailed views on contributions. The chronological view (Figure 1) presents a synthesis of the learner’s journey (Principle 3, individual assessment). The time is divided into three periods: the past that represents the journey of the learner, the present that details recent learning activity, and the future that indicates the time available until the end of the course. The page shows three types of information: productions to assess, messages from learners, warning notifications generated by the system (the observation of the learner’s work identifies long periods of inactivity, repeated failures in the same exercise, or excessive navigation between several modules). These different items can be related to each other (Principle 2, articulation). The tutor can access productions and the context of activity of the learner from each segment of the learning unit. (Principle 1, context of emergence).

The next stage of the development concerns the combination (rather than the juxtaposition) of views. The principle is that of a direct combination between the reference dimensions: scenario, participants, and calendar.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Monitoring HCI in the domain of distance training course is the main focus of this paper. The perception of learning situations and monitoring activities are essential to teachers, who are responsible for the facilitation and regulation of a training course. But the traces associated with these activities are numerous and varied. Their simplified and individualized display is not suitable for tutors who need to have an overview of each situation.

The mode of combination of views proposed in this article aims to show the traces taken from an on-line training device. The technique seems original and fruitful, and offers a wide variety of perspectives, using a simple model. These proposals will lead to extensive usability tests, especially regarding their ability to facilitate the perception of individual situations within a group.

The instrumentation approach focuses on modeling the process of supervision in terms of situation assessment and decision making [11] and on software architecture for integrating tools to support supervision.
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